INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
POLICY
HAREKET HEAVY LIFTING AND PROJECT TRANSPORTATION CO. the vision, mission, principles
and values in line with our've created an integrated management system and legal-other
requirements in accordance with the act, occupational health and safety, the environment
against liabilities, customer, supplier, employee and related parties satisfaction and sustainable
development to contribute to the aim.
With the industry's leading provider HAREKET HEAVY LIFTING AND PROJECT
TRANSPORTATION CO. constantly improving itself, using resources effectively and planned to
have a say in the industry aims to ensure the sustainability of the destination.
In this direction, with all our strength;
To review and to improve the performance of the Integrated Management System continually,
To follow the changing conditions of the sector, to make necessary preliminary for continuous
improvement of the effectiveness of the Integrated Management System,
To improvement the quality of our service, customer satisfaction, to approach that aims secure
and continuously,
To achieve our goals by identifying clear objectives with team spirit in the process,
To sustain the requirements of the Integrated Management System with consciousness of; our
suppliers, our customers, our shareholders, our employees are part of a whole system,
To increase technical and behavioral competencies of our employees will perform training,
To Keep Safety and Healty Situation in Workplace
To work continuously improving our safety culture "Zero Accidents" to reach the target,
To investigate all accidents with every aspect of evaluating the risks and dangers, in order to
avoid the repetition of these risks and dangers will take the necessary measures,
To minimize our employees to strive in an active way with, our impact on the environment
caused by our operations,
To eliminate pollution at source and clean and healthy environment will ensure that future
generations can enjoy them,
To use energy and natural resources efficiently,
To increase awareness of our employees ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 standard
requirements of the application and with the participation of all our employees are committed to
continuous improvement.
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